Shaft mount motor reducer
used on drive system doesn’t
need motor mounts, chain or
belt guards, sprockets or drive
sleeves, and can be disassembled in 30 seconds with only
one tool. This Super Sanitary
drive design is highly efficient
and the lube systems are
“lubed for life,” making them
virtually maintenance free.

Super Sanitary
Conveyor System
designed for easy
inspection and fast,
thorough sanitizing

Conveyor idler-end can be
disassembled without tools.
The idler is one piece
construction and never
needs lubrication making it
virtually maintenance free.

One-piece UHMW rollers
are set in locking slots
and can be removed in
seconds, without tools,
for easy inspection and
sanitation of conveyor
chain, rollers and
underside. Rollers feature
unique one-piece
construction and require
virtually no maintenance.

The infinitely adjustable
floor-foot design provides
point contact with the
floor.Combined with sealed
construction and a nonthreaded rod, the design
simplifies sanitation and
maintenance.

Single piece welded frame
system eliminates all fasteners
and the sanitation risks they
cause. Chain way and guide
rails can be removed in
seconds, without tools, for easy
clean up and maintenance.
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Super Sanitary
dramatically
reduces downtime
and cuts the risk
of contamination
Now you can be one step ahead of USDA
sanitation regulations with the new Super
Sanitary Conveyor System. Super Sanitary
is uniquely engineered to eliminate pockets
so cleaning systems can remove harmful
bacteria. All mating parts are welded, even
the legs. No bolts are used anywhere so
there are fewer parts to keep clean. Super
Sanitary can be disassembled with one
wrench for fast, thorough sanitizing. You
can even take the drive system off and
put it back on in less than 60 seconds.

Introducing
the New
Super
Sanitary
Conveyor
System.
RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

Super Sanitary is designed to help you meet
tougher USDA sanitizing requirements
while greatly reducing maintenance time.
Find out how Super Sanitary conveyors can
work in your processing plant. Contact us
for your free demo CD at 1-920-235-0454
or e-mail us at mail@keenline.com.

3266 Algoma Blvd.
Oshkosh, WI 54901

With Super Sanitary, you don’t have to
worry about inspections either. Any part
that needs to be checked can be easily
removed with one tool.

